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Clinical PET and PET/CTSpringer, 2005

	A practical manual covering the full spectrum of PET and PET/CT imaging, now in common clinical practice, this book includes images of normal variants, artifacts, and pathologic conditions. Indications for and the relative clinical value of PET in the armamentarium of diagnostic medical imaging are reviewed. The information in the book is...
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Cardiovascular MedicineSpringer, 2007

	This book offers the most up-to-date, user-friendly guidance on the evaluation, diagnosis and medical and surgical treatment of heart and vascular disease. The book and DVD package is designed to provide comprehensive coverage of every aspect of cardiovascular medicine.


	The book has consistent chapter organization relevant to...
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Information Technology Solutions for Healthcare (Health Informatics)Springer, 2005

	In-depth study of internet-enhanced healthcare services


	Complete and thorough survey of the most promising e-health technologies


	Presents numerous real world examples


	Emphasis on international health-informatics topics, such as better access of states / countries to modern e-health technologies developed by...
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Psychological Challenges in Obstetrics and Gynecology: The Clinical ManagementSpringer, 2007

	This book empowers the obstetrician-gynecologist to play a key coordinating role, and to communicate effectively with all parties and health workers involved in psychological care. It provides information not typically covered by their training: communication skills, coping and adjustment in pregnancy, and communicating with cancer patients....
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Urogynecology: Evidence-Based Clinical PracticeSpringer, 2006

	With rising prevalence of urinary incontinence and prolapse in aging population in the Western world there is an increasing need for knowledge about this subject. This handy pocketbook summarizes the practical patient management, based upon the available evidence and author’s own clinical experience, and indicates controversial areas...
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Histopathology Reporting: Guidelines for Surgical CancerSpringer, 2006

	The second revised and updated edition is an easily comprehensible and practical handbook, companion or aide-memoire for the diagnostic pathologist in the routine histopathology reporting of the common cancers. It also incorporates the Current WHO Histological Classification, the Royal College of Pathologists minimum data sets and 6th edition...
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Female Pelvic Medicine and Reconstructive Pelvic SurgerySpringer, 2003

	This text includes sections on anatomy, normal and abnormal physiology, investigation techniques, inflammatory conditions and treatment options. The international panel of contributors is at the forefront of research in the field; the editors have assembled these contributors and topics that span the entire range of pelvic floor disorders in...
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Post Mortem Technique HandbookSpringer, 2004

	Contains thorough explanations and descriptions

	Offers clear informative diagrams and photographs

	Aimed at pathologists in training, medical students, and mortuary technicians


	Thoroughly revised 2nd edition includes the most recent guidance to an accurate mortem diagnosis from the Royal College of Pathologists and...
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Mucosal Immunology and VirologySpringer, 2006

	An understanding of virus infection and the underlying role of the immune system in protection against these diseases is vital in today’s medical climate. Previously, only symptoms could be treated, as there were no antiviral therapies. The increasing amounts of research and the huge number of discoveries of immunologic agents and...
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Ballistic TraumaSpringer, 2005

	Ballistic Trauma: A Practical Guide provides a concise guide to the clinical and operational issues surrounding the management of the ballistic casualty. The book crystallizes the knowledge and experience accrued by those dealing with ballistic trauma on a regular basis and extends this to those who have to manage these...
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Probabilistic Modelling in Bioinformatics and Medical InformaticsSpringer, 2004

	Probabilistic Modelling in Bioinformatics and Medical Informatics has been written for researchers and students in statistics, machine learning, and the biological sciences. The first part of this book provides a self-contained introduction to the methodology of Bayesian networks. The following parts demonstrate how these...
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Living with Coronary DiseaseSpringer, 2007

	With coronary heart disease one of the biggest killers in the Western world, this book will help people of all ages understand what coronary heart disease is and what can be done to prevent it, or at least, delay it for as long as possible. Highly accessible, and written by two experienced heart doctors, the text is designed to help dispel...
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